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Notes and Excerpts from                                                                                            
Charlotte Iserbyt's                                                                                                  

"ABCs of Dumb Down"

       Charlotte Iserbyt, 1930-2017, a Maine school teacher, writer, 
and researcher, best known for her book, "The Dumbing Down of 
America", is widely recognized and quoted for her excellent 
knowledge and information, relating to national educational 
history, and its attempted communistic corruption in America for 
the past 80 plus years!

       In the early 1980s Mrs. Iserbyt held a key position of 
responsibility, in the Reagan administration, as Senior Policy 
Advisor in the Office of Educational Research and Improvement, 
as part of the U. S. Department of Education.   Unfortunately, the 
Secretary of Education was T. H. Bell, a communist from Utah, a 
radical "progressive" change agent.  

       Traditional academic education, designed to create upward 
mobility for the children of our nation, was the target of (1) 
"Reagan-Gorbachev, and (2) Carnegie-Soviet Academy of Science 
Agreements, signed in 1985, which merged the two nations' 
education systems, with the Soviet system to prevail.    

       A new agenda was introduced as a "school to work" training 
program, a concept so seriously deficient, and radical that C. S. 
Lewis commented that "When training beats education, 
civilization dies"!  'What we have now, in stages of process, are B. 
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F. Skinner animal training techniques, or outcome based 
education (OBE), for the  performance necessary for a  servile
place in the "global' economy, to spin off profits for the elite".

      The system is the Skinnerian mastery learning/direct 
instruction teaching method, which eliminates competition.  
Nearly everyone reaches the same development level.  It is the 
international "school to work" training agenda, established 
through tax-funded, government controlled school choice., versus 
traditinal education, run by elected school boards, and teachers 
trained in true academics, not a polytechnical "workforce"
training system, facilitated by Carnegie, Reagan, and Gorbachev, 
and supported by the Heritage Foundation.

      On the American side of the two-nation agreement, it was our 
pre-1965 educational system that was restructered to replicate 
the Pavlovian communist workforce training system.  The 
development of which was contributed to by taking orders from 
the United Nations Educational, Scientific, and Cultural 
Organization (UNESCO), the Organization for Economic 
Cooperation and Development (OECD), UN-associated Non-
Governmental Organizations (NGOs), multinational corporations, 
and other tax-funded and tax-exempt foundations, and American 
educational associations--per the 1985 U.S.--U.S.S.R. Education 
Agreement.

       In reference to the development of which, Mrs. Iserbyt had 
written a lengthy letter in 1982 to Pres. Reagan about her 
observation and study of things wrong wth the education system, 
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and reminding him of his promise to abolish the Dept. of 
Education.  

       In retrospect, was Reagan predisposed as a "change agent" to 
be involved in the Soviet school system, which the Carnegie 
Institute  had been secretly working toward for nearly a century?  
A quote of Carnegie's educaton mission was, "to use the  schools 
to change America's capitalist economic system to a planned 
economy" (under a communist centralized government).  Anyway, 
Mrs. Iserbyt referred to the U. S. Dept. of Education in that period, 
as "A Marxist research, curriculum and dissemination factory".

      Her letter to Reagan was unanswered, and without delving 
into their controversial actions, it appears that Sec. Bell, the 
Heritage Foundaton, and White House Chief of Staff Ed Meese 
blocked the circulation of a note from Reagan to Meese reminding 
him of his interest in talking with Mrs. Iserbyt.  Then it was 
learned that Ed Meese advised Reagan against meeting with Mrs. 
Iserbyt, probably to divert attention from any opposition to the 
developing communist education system, previously agreed to by 
the President.

      The National Institute of Educ. was a division of the Dept. of 
Educ., headed by Edwin Curran, who also recommended that the 
N.I.E. be abolished as an unnecessary agency.  This, of course, was 
not agreed to by Sec. Bell, Ed Meese, and the Heritage 
Foundation, resulting in the firing of Ed Curran.  

      David Martin, an educator, and a widely known product 
reviewer, commenting on the book, 'The Dumbing Down of 
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America" written by Charlotte Iserbyt, said "If the facts laid out in 
this book are true (and it is full of documentation) what is 
happening in education in Wash. D.C. "is worse than the Twin 
Towers tragedy, and the attack on Pearl Harbor combined". And, 
he added, "A difficult read, but eye-opening to the point of being 
painful." 

       "School choice" sounds like an equitable opportunity for 
elementary and secondary education, but to start with, the term 
was introduced by UNESCO, the United Nations Education and 
Science  Cultural Organization, the purveyor of the communist 
based, "school to work training system vs. our traditional 
academic educational curricula!  

       In Soviet terminology, school choice consists of charter 
schools uniformly organized and controlled, on the basis of the 
"workforce training system" devised and foisted upon our country 
by the combined efforts of the Carnegie Institute, the Heritage 
Foundation, and Reagan. in cahoots with Gorbachev, in 1985 
Agreements.

       Even Pres. Trump, in his book, "Crippled America", promoting 
"school choice" did not criticize, or apparently realize, that the 
conventional "school choice" system is "tax-funded, with 
unelected school boards.  Tax-funded means the government 
controls the organization, including the curricula, which is 
overseen by federal professionals.   

       Replacing the traditional academic teaching of the subject 
truths of English, Math, History, Economics, and Social Studies,
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the system is designed to follow the 86 year Carnegie Plan to "use 
the schools to change America's capitalistic economic system to a 
planned, and controlled Communist political system, and 
economy."

       Let's not forget, if we have ever learned it, that we have been 
propagandized, disinformed, and betrayed by our national 
government for generations, by what the scriptures tell us is 
"wickedness in high places."  

       In sharp contrast, Charlotte Iserbyt was a principled, dedicated 
American patriot, and shame on us if we do not listen to someone 
like her with unusually insightful observations, and wise counsels 
and advice!  Neither Paul Revere, nor Abraham Lincoln did greater 
service for their country, than what she has done, unrequited as it 
is! 

       Where, then, is the chorus of voices that should be echoing 
the same protest, and taking the requisite action to extricate our 
country from the sellout that has potentially made our 
administrators and teachers slaves to a Skinnerian, communist,  
training system, which stifles natural academic learning and 
development toward the fulfillment of opportunity and realization 
of aspirations and goals in life?  Dreams, if you will!

       Whether Reagan half realized what he was doing or not, what 
he signed onto with Gorbachev, was the "school-to-work" training 
concept geared to produce a servile employment system to   
accommodate, or facilitate the manufacturing and service needs 
of the elite!   Think, too, of the radical depopulation plans that the 
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elitists project to make their austere scheme workable!  

      That is, to reduce the current 7.5 billion people to an ideal 500 
million total.  With their psychopathic (amoral and asocial) mental 
disorders, "the end justifies the means" philosophy knows no 
limits, in the accomplishment of their self-serving, inhumane, 
utopian goals.  

      Who on earth has any natural, or acquired authority to stand 
in the way of God's ordained right of people to seek, and pursue 
happiness and success in life, in whatever morally legitimate way 
that they desire?

      Back to Charlotte Iserbyt, who ranks right up there with 
another noble, well-informed citizen and voluntary national 
servant, Deanna Spingola, in her extensive website, "Spingola 
Speaks", whose research and writings are immensely informative 
and valuable to anyone who would conscientiously listen and 
heed the information in her knowledgeable, well researched, 
presentations!

       To identify where we are as a country, relative to 
implementation of the Soviet, communistic "Outcome Based 
Education (OBE)", the "workforce training" method of instruction 
is not yet established as the fully operative national education 
system.  But, the fundamental practice of its slave-making 
program is inherent in the Common Core structured teaching and 
learning system followed in most of our nation's schools!  

      The principles of Common Core are the same "mastery 
learning", standardized grading goals advocated by the same 
monolithic designed "workforce traning" system adopted in the 
1985 Soviet/America official Educational Agreement of the parties 
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involved.  The principals being Reagan, Gorbachev, the Carnegie 
Institute, with the concerted support of the Heritage Foundation.   

        It is hard to believe, and unlikely that it was sudden 
conversion to an undemocratic ideology, especially with the 
largely unpublicized fact that there have been numerous 
Communist followers, and sympathizers in the ranks of Congress, 
and  bureaucracies, plus other political, and educational 
organizations.

       It is difficult to understand why certain, otherwise trusted 
officials, and notable public servants, would be traitorously 
unpatriotic to our national interests. My Christian experience has 
taught me that there is an overriding influence and supernatural 
power that exists in the world, that makes more sense regarding 
this issue, than any human factor!  I am referring to Satan, the 
arch enemy of God and man, who, ever since his expulsion from 
heaven, for defiance to God, has been preoccupied with his threat 
against God, that "I will be ike the most high (God)", and build my 
kingdom on earth.

      He, literally has power to control the minds and actions of all  
earthly inhabitants, who are not Christians, committed to God, 
and faithful.  Otherwise Satan has limited access to them, too. The 
scriptures have a lot to say about Satan's domain (under the law 
of sin and death), and the conditional authority and power that 
God has temporarily allowed him to have as part of the earthly 
judgments of man for their disobedience to God, in the 
commission of original sin in the garden of Eden.  

       It is to be noted that Satan's supernatural powers, are always 
subject to God's absolute infinite authority, as creator and 
administrative controller over every aspect of the universe, and its 
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inhabitants!

      Unless, something is done to reverse and invalidate the 1945 
treaty membership agreement with the United Nations Charter, 
and the Soviet/U. S. Education pact in 1985, our country has been 
sold out politically, economically, educationally, and socially!  
Which agreements, if fully instituted and operating, put our 
country into slave-nation interdependent status with the rest of 
the world's nations, under U. N. control, with a related communist 
"school to work" training system.

      That national undermining, potential permanent plight ought 
to be recognized and resisted as the No. 1 problem facing our 
nation.  That is, an existential threat to our sovereignty, freedom, 
and opportunity.  Yet, it is relatively untalked about, or unwritten 
about!  Why?  Because something is interfering with the minds of 
those responsible for making the right decisions to protect our 
constitutional national interests!

       Again, the overall power and control of Satan to affect man's 
mind for his kingdom-building purposes, certainly can make things 
happen, that natural man cannot resist.  For more than two 
centuries, the outgrowth of the original Illuminati cabal has 
surreptitiously functioned as a shadow, future elitist world 
government, through the mechanism of the United Nations. Also, 
the virtual coverup of the movement is part of the Satanic mind 
control effect. 

       Most people would laugh, and scoff at the idea of this 
explanation of the mystery surrounding the unnatural, abnormal 
human behavior that has put us in this terrible, world-threatening 
predicament.  But, what else can account for men in responsible 
positions of authority, making decisions that will inevitably lead to 
the demise of the advanced, accomplished civilization that we 
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have been able to prosper in, and relatively enjoy for most of its 
history? 

       The ultimate cause, then, of the mysterious problem is the 
Devil, who has driven the greed of wealthy, powerful men to an 
obsessed pursuit of dictatorial, self-serving world power.  Thus, 
constituting a despotic, ruling hierarchy (most of whom have 
sworn blood oaths to worship and serve Satan, under the banner 
of the New World Order.  

      The sinful nature of man can heighten the greed of some to 
megalomaniacal ends, trying to reach utopian, self-serving goals 
of world control, reducing the nations of the world to a 
subservient status, subject to the tyrannical global control of an 
elitist ruling oligarchy, deceptively characterized as beneficial 
globalism!

       A major element of the elitist control scheme is to destroy the 
middle class, because they consider that their intelligence and 
capacity make them the biggest threat to elitist political and 
economic success.  A corollary object is to make all the public 
equally poor, and thus incapable of competing with the elitists, or 
even effectively rebelling against them.  

       Even now, the only real protection we have against a U. N 
takeover, is our constitutional right to "bear arms"!  And, there 
have been unceasing efforts of radical Congress figures, like 
Dianne Feinstein, and others who have used every false argument 
and subterfuge there is to try to eventually disarm American 
citizens.  Pray, too, that this will never happen, because it is our 
last great natural stronghold of freedom, and survival. 

       An absolute power driven elitist has a phsycopathic 
personality; that is, they are amoral and asocial.  They live by no 
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moral standards, hence they are completely obsessed by the 
philosophy that "the end justifies the means".  Anything goes in 
their world concept.  They are then, essentially, inhumane.  Those 
that are an integral part (conspirators) of the New World Order 
movement, being super-wealthy, have an inordinate compulsion 
for complete power and control over the world, and its 
inhabitants.

        For explanation of the globalists' plans to accomplish their 
radical, extreme world-changing scheme, read UN Agenda 2030, 
and 21.  The scope and details of their maniacal program are 
science-fiction reality at its worst, because it is an attempt to 
tyrannically subjugate the rest of the world to a complete 
interdependent, subhuman status.  As if any human beings have 
the right to treat others as inferior or less deserving of equal 
human rights and opportunities, and thus imposing their self-
designated authority and cruel hatred upon them!

       But, even as Jesus, anticipating his crucifixion, said to the 
Father, "If it be possible remove this cup from me, nevertheless 
thy will be done"), may God see fit to intervene in these life-
threatening affairs of our country, and the world, and cause the 
impending danger to our wellbeing, and existence to be withstood 
and overcome, and for relative peace and order, and 
comparatively normal l to be established amid these particular 
chaotic conflicts and controversies that confront us today.  Amen!  

Everett Falvey                                                                                                    
Per Website:                                                                                                         
The Literal Truth                                                                                            
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